
HAYHUT TESTIMONIALS 

 
October 2013 -Last year we purchased a Hay Hut from you and it exceeded our highest expectations. It actually cut our hay need in half. In a more impressive way of saying 

this is the one Hay Hut saved us more than 3500.00 dollars. Well, we were so impressed we would like another. Thank you for everything. The Hay Hut is what I call Simple 

Excellence.  

Bill Lohr - Yutan NE   

 

September 2013  - Habitat for Horses has been operating since 1998 and has taken in over 5,000 equine. On the average we maintain around 160 animals. Not surprisingly, one of 

our biggest expenses is high quality hay, a must for the rehabilitation of neglected horses. 

Our hay costs averages about $120,000 a year - until we discovered the Hay Huts. These units have cut our hay use in half. During the first week, we called the hay supplier 

and said, "Don't bring a second truckload this week." That saved us $1,300 in that week alone. 

As an old cowboy, I'm used to companies telling me how much their product will save me, only to find out that their paper savings means nothing in real life. I had serious doubts 

about the Hay Hut system, but gave it a shot anyway. I can't tell you how truly amazed I am - the horses are calmer as  they share windows, the hay is eaten instead of being 

wasted, it stays dry in rainy weather and out of a full round bale, where normally you could count on 30% waste, now there is zero waste. It's all eaten and that means even more 

savings. 

Our hay cost cut 50% and no waste, that's the measure of an excellent product. If you need the same results, I highly recommend The Hay Hut. 

Jerry Finch – President - Habitat for Horses 

 
University of Kentucky – Bought first 20 – September 1st!  Purchased 30 more - January 31st 2013  - NEED WE SAY MORE? 
 

University of Maryland - One Year Study       August 2012 

The hay hut has not only kept our hay losses to minimal amounts, but it has improved our ability to have all four of our horses eat at the same time. No longer 

do the less dominant horses stand off to one side while the dominant horses eat. It's an absolute must-have on a horse farm 

Amy O. Burk, PhD 

Extension Horse Specialist - University of Maryland 
 

University of Minnesota Study 

The Hayhut can pay for itself in 4 months* with hay at just $100 per ton when feeding 5 horses. * Note by Hayhuts LLC.- The study attributed a 9% loss  

rate to the Hayhut because the roll wicked up moisture from the wet ground. The manufacturer recommends placing rolls on wooden pallets that are generally  
available at  no cost. This will virtually eliminate all hay wastage and result in a faster return on investment. 

 

Hayhut in Boyne City, Michigan        June 2012  
'We love our hay hut. Already had a few people stop and check it out . Amount of waste is almost nothing. Horses stepped right up and started eating.' 

Tim Vanalstine 

 

Happy in Pennsylvania                                                                                                                                      January 2012    
Upon purchasing my new Hay Hut, I had reservations that it could live up to its reputation. After using it for a month now, I can say that it has done all it said it would do and 

more! It has been a life saver! I have three horses and I am averaging 15 days of hay from a round bale and zero waste from the elements. When I first put out my Hay Hut, I 

had three straight days of rain and amazingly, NONE of my hay got wet! Incredible! I can also testify that it has been a great help with my health issues. I have hay 

fever and neck problems and have had to try and limit the amount of work I can do at the barn. With the Hay Hut all I need to do is put the round bale in the hut and forget it. It 

has cut my labor by 75%! It has been the best purchase I have ever made for my farm and I wouldn't part with it for anything!!! I HIGHLY recommend getting one! 

Oh! And a BIG thank you to Denis for his assistance in helping me acquire one sooner than I had expected! I give Denis and his Hay Hut a Gold Star rating!!! 

Christine 

Denis,                  January 2012                                                                             
Denis, Just a short note to let you know how much I am pleased with my Hayhut.  When I was first made aware of your product, I investigated and had sold myself on the fact that 

it was WAY too expensive.  But, being a retired Engineer, I kept going back on line and studying and reading testimonials until I finally decided to buy one.   I found that there 

was a dealer only 25 miles away and arranged a purchase and pickup.  I have been using the Hay Hut for almost a year and I am astounded.  The Hay Hut defies description.  

I have fed round bales and square bales and I would estimate my losses to be ½ % to no larger than 1%. When my four horses and mule finish, you can’t tell any hay 

was put in.  All that is left is the string and an empty pallet.  I’ll recoup my investment in a matter of months! 
I also appreciate the quick response to my e-mail inquiry.  I don’t know of any business I’ve ever dealt with that was calling me less than an hour after I sent an e-mail.  

Keep up the good work and I’ll keep telling my friends that when they get tired of seeing their hay dollars covered by horse poop, get a HAY HUT! 
 Frank Wooten -Wagener, SC                                                                                                                            January 2011 

 
Thank you so much for your courtesy and help as I decided whether or not to buy your Hayhuts product, for Potomac Glen Riding School. Since we have four paddocks at 

Potomac Glen, each containing 5 to 7 horses, we needed at least four Hayhuts, and I was initially very concerned about what I thought might be an expensive investment. 

             I am very pleased to report that the four Hayhuts I purchased have exceeded my wildest hopes of better hay usage & economy. Without a doubt, the 

Hayhuts have halved my round bale usage in just the last few months, thereby cutting my hay costs substantially. The Hayhuts have eliminated hay waste by keeping the 

horses from sleeping & defecating on the round bale hay. They also keep the ice, snow and rain off the round bales so I no longer lose a lot of hay. 

         The Hayhuts have also eliminated the typical wasted mound of unusable hay, and the horses eat all of the round bale hay and leave only dust. My quality of 

life has improved because, in addition to saving on my round bale hay costs, I have also cut my work load substantially by feeding the bales to my horses only once a week, 

instead of two times a week, and the paddock clean up is virtually non-existent! 
  Thank you again for your Hayhuts. When finances permit, I will be adding two more Hayhuts to the riding school. I will be happy to talk to anyone who is interested in 

Hayhuts. They can contact me at (301)601-0622, or our website is www.potomacglenridingschool.com. I will be happy to tell them about my experiences and to heartily 

recommend Hayhuts! 

Susan Hansen - Potomac Glen Riding School 
24201 Clarksburg Road 

Clarksburg, MD 20871                                                                                                                              January  2011 
    Just a note to tell you I don't think you were totally truthful with me when we talked about the Hayhut… you said I could probably reduce hay waste by about 30%... well I have 

now fed two round bales out of the hut and am COMPLETELY CONVINCED waste is almost totally non existent! I watch the horses eat every day at some time or other 

and it seems when they do drag a mouthful out of the hut and drop it, that before they stick their heads back in they almost always pick up what they have dropped and eat it first. 

If there is a mouthful laying on the ground when they first walk up to the hut they usually pick it up and eat it first! They have developed really good "table" manners… I would bet 

out of the two bales fed so far, not even three (YES 3!) pounds of hay has been wasted and when it has snowed it was totally protected The price initially, 

did seem high but with the price of hay it will pay for itself in very short order, well worth the investment for sure! 
    Thanks for delivering and helping me get started assembling it and Thanks for a GREAT product! 
Rodney D. Weicht 

http://www.potomacglenridingschool.com/

